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About This Game
That night, at the only school of a small town, a group of students unintentionally discovered their school had been hiding things
that should have been left unknown. Every student knew about the tales of what happened there, except them. Then,
unknowingly, the unacquainted students were somehow connected to uncover the hidden. Together they try to open doors,
hoping they would clear away the fog. However, soon will their realization come when all the pieces of the final puzzle gather.
All will fall into dead silence with the same thought... about why they crossed each other's path in the very beginning.
GAMEPLAY
Seven Mysteries - The Last Page is a supernatural horror game played in a top-down view. In this game, you are acting as
Nathan, a transferee at the only school of a certain town. You are knowledgeable, cunning, and able to keep your calm no matter
how hectic things become. You use those qualities to discover what's haunting the school. On your way looking for tracks at the
scene, you inadvertently befriend odd people. Since then, you realize that you are arriving at the end of everything, and you are
also aware that... you can't turn back.
The game focuses on the flow of the story. There will be choices that direct the game flow to various endings throughout the
game. The duration of the game is up to the player to decide.
FEATURES
• 11 chapters.
• 2 main endings and 4 side endings.
• Choices determining the different endings of the game.
• Act as different characters over several chapters.
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Title: Seven Mysteries: The Last Page
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sang Hendrix
Publisher:
Behind The Door Games
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2018
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 10 (32-bit/64-bit)
Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution
Storage: 600 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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nice game
. I would have preferred this game to be either a visual novel or allow you to connect the story together through small flashbacks
through out the entire game.....where you actually get to play the character. You aren't really allowed to explore much, the game
corrals you to a few areas that you can go....so it's kind of hard to get lost.......and then....about 2 thirds of the game....is a long
sappy story that takes forever to get through.
I'm ALL for visual novels, story rich games, wordy games, etc....but you don't really....CARE about any of these characters. At
least I didn't, because you only start to learn them when you get trapped in a flood of repetitive story.
The most exciting part of this game was trying to hide from a few guards field of vision....It's not very "scary"....It's somewhat
predictable, there are other games out there with a very similar story line. The effects are kind of cool considering its a RPG
maker, classic style game...however this was very much a waste of time. I'm sorry
To those of you that liked this game, good for you -- and good for the creator, because they need your encouragement to keep
making games....
I think whoever made this game has potential---but I would consider this an experimental piece to show off scenes from..
Classic old school horror game, not too scary but enough to creep me out. Haven't finshed it yet, but so far so good.
And a really cheap price, so this game is totally worth it!!. i've played the old seven mysteries 4 years ago and I thought i was the
master of this good old horror rpg game... I couldn't have been more wrong. The twist and turn i thought i knew is now not so
familiar, the story i thought i knew... well i knew nothing at all. The graphic, the music, the entire story and some easter eggs
arre trully amazing. So even if you've played the old seven mysteries. This seven mysteries: the last page will definitely blow
your mind. broken and played the same earlier in rpg maker and it wasnt broken and it was free. If you're looking for a "classic"
horror RPG like Mad Father, or you're into supernatural stories, then this game is for you. I can compare it to The Crooked Man
by its dark mood and shortness of bad endings, and to Misao by its base story and blood factor. The horror factor is for the
atmosphere, not for the jumpscares or something like that. And some of the scenes are specially animated, which is great.
It was interesting until the first bad ending, but the plot twist is revealed quite quickly anyway. Don't expect brillance from it!
Small ending spoiler: multiple timelines are in it.. i've played the old seven mysteries 4 years ago and I thought i was the master
of this good old horror rpg game... I couldn't have been more wrong. The twist and turn i thought i knew is now not so familiar,
the story i thought i knew... well i knew nothing at all. The graphic, the music, the entire story and some easter eggs arre trully
amazing. So even if you've played the old seven mysteries. This seven mysteries: the last page will definitely blow your mind.
Great game and Great story
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Disappointing to be honest, like a lot of games and movies nothing like the feature\/clip shown. Very short, kept getting load
errors at the end of the game which I had to keep clicking through before Alt\/Ctrl\/Deleting to get out of it and shut it down.
Damn shame as the other reviews had built up my expectations and I do like these games for a change of pace, seriously get it if
it's free it's not worth the price other wise sadly.. I played the original version of this game (the normal RPG maker one) as well
as the other rpgmaker games by this developer a few years ago and enjoyed them. However, when I thought I would enjoy this
(after getting it on sale), I was mistaken. The game keeps freezing over and over to the point that it is obnoixous. It's not even
the same place every time. I'll reload the game it it will go a few lines further in dialogue and then, boom, another freeze. I'm
not even an hour in yet and I'm up EIGHT already. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing ridiculous.
I checked the news and patches for the game already to see if that was the problem, and yes I'm on the 2.0 version (which says it
fixed those problem; obviously it didn't).
To anyone who was still on the fence about buying this one, go to the rpgmaker forums and just download the original version
for free. It's not as pretty and the audio isn't as nice, but at least you can actually play it and enjoy it.. A remake of the original
(Seven Mysteries), Seven Mysteries: The Last Page is a complete makeover with superior visuals, audios, and an extended story
that makes the RPG Maker Horror community proud. This game will keep you in suspense and wanting more from the moment
you begin to even after it ends. Feel free to watch me on my completed journey through Seven Mysteries: The Last Page.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MiDnyVxst9I&list=PLmqD_CN4-c_uO7BcZW-gP1X94C4ay7O_h&index=3&t=8s
. broken and played the same earlier in rpg maker and it wasnt broken and it was free. I played the original version of this game
(the normal RPG maker one) as well as the other rpgmaker games by this developer a few years ago and enjoyed them.
However, when I thought I would enjoy this (after getting it on sale), I was mistaken. The game keeps freezing over and over to
the point that it is obnoixous. It's not even the same place every time. I'll reload the game it it will go a few lines further in
dialogue and then, boom, another freeze. I'm not even an hour in yet and I'm up EIGHT already. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
ridiculous.
I checked the news and patches for the game already to see if that was the problem, and yes I'm on the 2.0 version (which says it
fixed those problem; obviously it didn't).
To anyone who was still on the fence about buying this one, go to the rpgmaker forums and just download the original version
for free. It's not as pretty and the audio isn't as nice, but at least you can actually play it and enjoy it.. Great game and thanks for
story about friendships
. Great game and thanks for story about friendships
. Disappointing to be honest, like a lot of games and movies nothing like the feature\/clip shown. Very short, kept getting load
errors at the end of the game which I had to keep clicking through before Alt\/Ctrl\/Deleting to get out of it and shut it down.
Damn shame as the other reviews had built up my expectations and I do like these games for a change of pace, seriously get it if
it's free it's not worth the price other wise sadly.. The atmosphere of this game is really creepy. The visual effects are seriously
great! The storyline is good also. To all old school horror games fan, this game is a MUST.
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